“The next wave of Polaris two-stroke power”
By Michel Garneau

Welcome to our new technical column which is aptly called “L’Atelier”. This new regular
feature of our magazine will provide you with valuable and in-depth insight into the
technology and workings of modern snowmobiles. As well, we will venture into the “handson” aspects of maintaining, operating and repairing your sleds. We hope you will stick
around for the ride.
This month, we will provide you with an overview of one of the two big developments in the
area of two-stroke power for 2005, namely the new the Polaris Liberty Cleanfire 900. This
finely engineered powerplant represents Polaris’ response to the forthcoming 2006 EPA
emissions regulations. And now, without further delay….
Polaris Liberty Cleanfire 900

change with the introduction of the new Cleanfire engines
found in both the 2005 Fusion and RMK 900’s.

New sled, new engine

The Liberty engine division of Polaris Industries has been
hard at work formulating its own response to the EPA’s
mandated 2006 exhaust emis s i o ns re g u l a t i o ns for
snowmobiles. Other than their less-than-inspiring and poorselling Frontier four-stroke engine, Polaris presently finds
itself in the un-enviable position of not having any engines
in its line-up that are in compliance with the forthcoming
emissions requirements. All that, however, may be about to
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mounting positions. Existing engines in the Liberty line,
although proven to be capable and reliable, were not
adaptable to this new application meaning that Polaris had
to return to the drawing board and design an all-new
engine. The result of this work is the new 866cc, longstroke Liberty 900 engine. With internal engine dimensions
( b o re and stroke) of 83mm by 80mm, the new Liberty
engine is not quite as long in the stroke department as the
new Rotax 1000 but it is substantially more square than its
closest competitor, the Arctic Cat 900, which displaces an
actual 862cc by means of its 85 by 76 measure m e n t s.
Further comparing the two American big-blocks, we are
told by Polaris that their new engine is 2.2 kg lighter than
the Cat’s Suzuki-built powerplant. Like the Cat, however,
both engines operate at re l a t i vely low rpm ceilings with the
new Liberty’s being a cons e r vative 7500 rpm. In terms of
power, Polaris is not quoting a specific figure although we
a re told that peak outputs are very similar for the two
engines (Arctic Cat claims 150 hp for its 900). Dyno tests
supposedly indicate that the Liberty is torquier on the
bottom-end. When compared to the Liberty 800 engine,
the new 900 is 2.2 kg heavier but makes up for it by
p roducing 11% more torque and 13% more horsepower at
its peak. Perhaps more interestingly, Polaris claims that the
new engine makes 23% more horsepower and 19% more
t o rque at 6000 rpm!

The “base-ics”
In terms of engine architure, the new engine steals a few
pages from Arctic Cat’s Firecat engines in that both the
intake and exhaust plumbing are located on the same side
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of the engine. Similarities also extend to the orientation of the
engine in the frame as the new engine has its cylinders angled
back 22 degrees to provide better centralization of the mass and
a lower center of gra v i t y. Finally, it also uses a case-re e d
induction system for efficient air flow both into and inside the
engine. This particular design element is shared with other
Liberty engines although they mount their intake hardware in
a more traditional fashion on the opposite side of the exhaus t
system. Unlike the other Liberty engines, however, the new 900
uses individual cylinders as opposed to a monoblock design.
photo 1

Polaris designed this engine to be reliable. One need only look
at the heavy-duty, ove rsized crankshaft for proofs (photo 1).
Looks aside, we are told that the entire unit undergoes a case
carburizing hardening process as opposed to the more typical
local induction method for increased strength and durability.
Furthermore, oversize bearings are used to help ens u re that it
keeps rolling along for a long, long time. These are lubricated by
individual oil feeds which are designed to ensure a constant flow
of the mandated synthetic oil for longer lifes (photo 2). Pistons
are of the cast variety and feature a Grafal coating for better heat
dispersion, and wear and seizure resis t a n c es (photo 3). We are
told that the coating is particularly helpful in cold start-up and
snow ingestion situations. Cylinders are nikasil-lined meaning
they are better equipped to dispense the tre m e n d o usamounts
of heat generated by the burning gases. This cylinder-plating
process has become the norm in Liberty engines for its thermal
properties as well as its light weight and durability. The cylinders
in the 900 also feature two holes in the main exhaust port are as
(photo 4). As is the case with the 800 engine, one serves to feed
cylinder pre s s u refor the operation of the VES valve and the other
acts as a decompression bleeder to ease starting. In the case of
the latter, the hole is open to bleed cylinder pre s s u re when the
VES valve is open but is then closed by the opening guillotine
valve to prevent horsepower loss. Compression ratio was set at
a cons e r vative 6.2:1 ratio (corrected). While some may find this
low, it is fairly common for an engine this size and makes for a
more stable and detonation re s istant engine. This, in turn,
permitted Polaris to tune it “closer to the edge” without having
to worry about it self-destructing.

photo 2

photo 3

On the intake side of the engine, we find huge 51mm liquidheated Mikuni throttle bodies handling the chores of
channelling air into the engines (photo 5). These come
equipped with a TPS which feeds valuable information to the
engine’s ECU, or electronic brain. Further down the line, the air
trave ls through a high flow “W” or V-Force type double wedge
reed cage into the engine bases (photo 6). As we had discussed
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in the Mach Z engine profile, this reed design offers many
advantages over conventional blocks. In fact, Polaris claims that
their version offers the highest flow on the market. Once inside
the base, the air is then drawn into the cylinders through the
tra nsfer ports. This standard operating pro c e d u re sets the stage
for something totally new, the operation of the new Cleanfire
fuel injection system. Although some purists may claim that this
is not Polaris’ first venture into the world of fuel-injected twostrokes (that honour falls to the older RXL triple engine which
used a throttle-body injector system similar to Arctic Cat’s
current EFI), the battery-less Cleanfire is their first ve n t u re into
the world of engine-direct fuel injection.
photo 5

The Cleanfire system
So how does this new system work? Polaris chose to locate its
s i x - o r i f i c es (photo 7) showerhead-type Kokason injector (one
per cylinder) at the top of the engine case, essentially at the
lower extremity of the tra nsfer port passa g es (photo 8). The fuel
arrives from the pump to the injector under 48 psi of pre s s u re
and is injected into the engine just as the air begins to be pulled
up through the transfers. Unlike Ski-Doo’s SDI system which
p o s i t i o ns its injectors at the upper end of the transfer port,
Polaris engineers claim that their chosen location (about 50 mm
below Ski-Doo’s) provides better fuel atomization. While this
a rgument makes perfect sense, this location also seemingly
limits the exhaust emis s i o ns reduction benefits offered by the
SDI design as the unburned fuel would appear to have more
time to escape out the exhaust. We’ll leave that debate, however,
to the engineers.
On the exhaust side, the VES va l ves are now constructed of
titanium for greater durability and heat tolerance (titanium’s
melting point is 3100 deg F!). As well, they have been
re c o n f i g u red to extend their action to both of the two side
auxiliary exhaust ports (photo 9). This aids in further finetuning engine operation and efficiency. It also allowed Polaris
e n g i n e e rs to ra ise auxiliary port heights for greater peak
horsepower without sacrificing low-end response. As in the past,
the valves are actuated by cylinder pre s s u re and kept closed by
a spring (photo 10). There is a new twist, however. Unlike past
trail-going VES systems which routed the gas pre s s u re directly
to the bellows, the pre s s u re build-up is now routed to a solenoid
va l ve that babysits the sys t e m (photo 11). In essence, the
solenoid now bleeds the gas pre s s u re to the atmosp h e re in
conditions that require the valve to remain closed. This allows
the new weaker spring to keep the valve seated in its lowermost
position. Once conditions change and the engine computer
determines that the valves should open, the solenoid closes off
the bleed valve resulting in the gas pre s s u rebeing routed to the
bellows and causing the valve to open. All told, it is a much
more pre c ise and accurate system than the former pure l y
mechanical model.
In the process of designing the engine, Polaris engineers soon
realized that building a high-tech engine meant building a high-
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tech cooling system. In order to optimize the design of this
critical engine system, engineers called upon the science of
fluid dynamics to help them locate hot spots in the engine.
Using computer simulation software, they identified the areas
of the engine that presented potential problems and worked
at remedying them before they became reliability issues. Once
all was said and done, they chose to direct coolant flow in a
bottom-up path through the engine. This means that the back
half of the case is cooled with the cylinders and head following
in that order. A thermostat was also included in the engine
design to help quicken warm-up time and prevent damage
from thermal shock events.
photo 9

The electronic dimension
Managing all of the complex interactive systems in such an
engine requires some serious brain power. The intelligence to
accomplish this task is brought to you by the 16 bit processor
in the engine’s ECU (photo 12). Ensuring maximum reliability,
performance, and efficiency from this engine means that the
computer must monitor numero us engine opera t i o n a l
para m e t e rs simultaneously. In the case of this engine, those
p a ra m e t e rs include throttle position (TPS), exhaust gas
t e m p e ra t u re, detonation (DET), engine tempera t u re, air
tempera t u re, barometric pre s s u re and crankshaft position. The
computer monitors these inputs on a continual basis to
determine the fuel injection quantities and delivery times, the
ignition timing curve, and the VES operation.

photo 10

In terms of sensors and their operation, the DET sensor us e d
in the new engine is the same as that used in the 2004 700
and 800 engines (photo 13). Unlike these applications,
however, the 900 engine has much greater flexibility in taking
corrective action to stop the harmful detonation. Where the
700 and 800 could only rely on reduced ignition advance to
rescue the engine, the new powerplant can also depend on the
injectors feeding more fuel thus further helping to bring down
the elevated combustion chamber temperature s. Although the
engine is designed to run on premium grade fuel (default
setting), it will tolerate 87 octane although at a cost of a 4%
drop in power and slightly higher fuel consumption. In the
event that lower-grade fuel is fed to the engine, the computer
will adjust the ignition and fuel delivery (as noted above) until
the detonation is eliminated. It will then automatically try to
bring the ignition and fuel delivery back to the default settings
over time. If in the course of doing so it continues to encounter
detonation for more than a pre-set period of time, it will
automatically switch to a different set of fuel and ignition
maps. This self-correcting ability also means that there is no
longer any need for the fuel grade selection switch present on
the other Liberty engines. In regards to the EGT sensor, the
probe is situated directly in the exhaust pipe (photo 14). This
p rovides the computer with constant input into the
tempera t u re of the exhaust gases leaving the engine and thus
i n d i rectly provides a window into the goings-on in the
c o m b ustion chamber. It is worth noting that the presence of
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other undesirable outcomes. In its place, say hello to a
c o nstantly crisp, re sp o nsive and economical engine. The
s ystem is fed by a 400 W magneto equipped with
permanent magnets (photo 15). PERC electronic reve rs e
a lso comes standard.

photo 13

The last word on the electronics front is that this engine
will feature a new diagnostic tool known as “Digital
Wrench”. Essentially, this is a tool that allows dealers to
detect and trace problems electronically (much as on a car)
by simply plugging the ECU into a lap-top or hand-held
computer. It will also allow them to go on-line to download
new ECU settings and mappings to fix any exis t i n g
problems. This will surely prove to be a real asset to both
d e a l e rs and owners. We are told that this feature will
e ventually end up on all Polaris products.

A promising future

photo 14

It sure sounds impressive but how does it run? Well, you
will have to read the test section of the magazine to find
out our opinions on its behaviour in eve r yday trail us e .
Based on information provided by Polaris, it certainly sounds
like the way to the future for Liberty. When questioned on
the aspect of fuel consumption, we were told that the
engine would be less thirsty at normal trail speeds than other
Liberty engines. How much so? They did not say. They
did say, however, that those choosing to run their sleds hard
will still burn a lot of fuel (something about horsepower
requiring fuel….). Is it 2006 EPA compliant? Not yet (as of
the date of writing this article). We have been told, however,
that this is but the first generation and application of the
new Cleanfire technology and that engineers at Po l a r is
expect future development to allow them to meet the
standards. So how “clean” are these engines now? Polaris
engineers told us that emissions tests indicate that they are
essentially located mid-way between standard two-strokes
(“dirty” end) and Ski-Doo’s SDI 2-TEC engines (“clean” end)
on the emissions spectrum. What this means, we believe, is
that Polaris will be spending a lot of time and effort at
cleaning it up before next year. Let’s hope they succeed. In
the meantime, we think that this engine is likely the first in
a long-line of new Cleanfire engines.

photo 15
the exhaust tempera t u re variable among the monitore d
parameters makes this system function essentially as a
“closed loop” similar to those used in modern automobile
engines, a pretty advanced system in other words. Unlike
automobile engines which use oxygen sensors, the EGT
senses temperature but the fact that the system monitors
both ends of the combustion process is a new development
for the industry. All things considered, this computer power
and its related hardware allows Polaris engineers to set the
engine as close to the edge as possible without having to
fear engine damage. Say goodbye to fat jetting, engine
meltdowns caused by poor fuel quality and a whole list of
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Next issue: Join us in November as we go over Yamaha’s
latest four-stroke gem, the new Genesis 120, and the new
Ski-Doo 2-TEC 1000 with a fine tooth comb and unlock all
of their secrets. If you have any questions relating to this
article or would like to suggest topics for future columns
please drop us a line at: mecano@fcmq.qc.ca.

